In this note we present a universal formula in terms of theta functions for the Log-capacity of several segments on a line. The case of two segments was studied by N.I. Akhiezer (1930); three segments were considered by A.Sebbar and
For physicist the capacity is a coefficient relating the charge and the voltage of a condenser, or equivalently the energy of an electric field inside the condenser under the unit voltage. For mathematician the capacity is a certain property of a set which shows how 'massive' is it. This concept turned out to be very usefull in approximation theory, geometric function theory [12] , partial differential equations, potential theory to name a few. For a compact set in the complex plane its capacity coinsides with the Chebyshev constant, the transfinite diameter, conformal radius (for the simply connected sets) and a simple formula links it to the Robin constant of the set.
Let E be a collection of g + 1 segments on a real line:
with strictly increasing sequence of endpoints e j . We know that the capacity of a set is independent of its translations and homogenious with respect to dilations, so without loss of generality we set the most left point of E being 0 and the most right point being 1: e 1 = 0; e 2g+2 = 1.
Riemann surface and theta functions
The Riemann surface associated to our problem is the double cover of the sphere ramified over the endpoints of the segments from E. This is a genus g compact surface X with its affine part given by the equation
The surface admits the hyperelliptic involution J(x, w) := (x, −w) with 2g + 2 fixed points P s = (e s , 0) as well as an anticonformal involution (reflection)J(x, w) := (x,w). Fixed points of the reflectionJ make up the real ovals of the surface; fixed points of another anticonformal involution JJ are known as coreal ovals. Coreal ovals cover the set E; real ovals cover the complimentR \ E, in particular two points ∞ ± := (+∞, ±∞) from the same real oval cover the infinity.
We introduce a symplectic basis in the homologies of X as shown in the Fig. 1 . Dual basis of holomorphic differentials satisfies the normalization conditions
and generates the period matrix
One easily checks that the introduced bases of cycles and differentials behave as follows under the reflection:J a s = a s ;Jb s = −b s ;
Jdu s = du s ; s = 1, . . . , g.
Cycles surviving after the reflection are called even and those changing sign are called odd. Differentials with the property (7) are usually called real and their periods along even/odd cycles are real/pure imaginary respectively, see [4, 6] for more details. In paricular, our period matrix Π is purely imaginary. Standard facts are the symmetry of this matrix and positive definiteness of the imaginary part [9] .
Given the period matrix, we define the complex g-dimensinal torus known as a Jacobian of the complex curve X :
The Abel-Jacobi (AJ) map embeds the curve to its Jacobian It is convenient to represent points u ∈ C g as the so called theta characteristics, i.e. couple of real g-vector columns ǫ, ǫ ′ :
The points of Jacobian in this notation correspond to two vectors with real entries modulo 2.
Second order points of Jacobian are 2 × g matrices with binary entries. In particular, the images of the hyperelliptic involution fixed points P s the under the AJ map (9) are as follows:
100 . . . 000 . . .
Here E s and Π s are the columns of the identity matrix and the period matrix respectively.
Please note that we use a nonstandard notation of theta characteristic as two column vectors written one after another. Usually the transposed matrix is used.
The following absolutely convergent series is known as theta function:
Often it is convenient to consider theta function with charachteristics, a slight modification of the latter:
Matrix argument Π of theta function may be omitted if it does not lead to a confusion. Vector argument u may also be ommited which mean that we set u = 0, the value of the theta function is called the theta constant in this case (note, there remains the dependence on the period matrix)
This function (11) has the following easily checked quasi-periodicity properties with respect to the lattice L(Π):
Theta functions with charachteristics have similar transformation rules [10, 8] which may be easily derived from the above formula and we omit them for brevity.
Remark 1 (i) Theta function with integer characteristics [ǫ, ǫ ′ ] is either even or odd depending on the parity of the inner product ǫ t · ǫ ′ . In particular, all odd theta constants are zeroes.
(ii) Adding matrix with even entries to integer theta characteristics can at most spoil the sign of the theta function. Hence, the binary arithmetic plays a great role in the calculus of theta functions.
Theta function may be considered as a multivalued function in the Jacobian or as a section of a certain line bundle. The zero set of theta function -the theta divisor -is well defined in the Jacobian since the exponential factor in the right hand side of (13) does not vanish. The theta divisor is described by so called Riemann vanishing theorems [8, 9] . One of the important ingredients in those theorem is a vector of Riemann's constants K which depends on the choice of homology basis and the initial point in AJ map. In the above setting the vector of Riemann's constants may be found by a straightforward computation [10] or by some combinatorial argument [9] and corresponds to a characteristic
Zeroes of theta function transferred to the surface by the AJ map are described by the following Theorem 1 (Riemann) Let D g be a degree g positive non-special divisor on the curve X , then the function θ(u(P ) − K − u(D g )) of the argument P ∈ X has exactly g zeroes at the points of D g counting their multiplicities.
Here and in what follows we use the standard notions of the function theory on Riemann surfaces [9, 8, 10] . Divisor is a finite set of points on a surface taken with integer weights: D = j m j P j , m j ∈ Z, P j ∈ X . The degree of a divisor is the sum of all weights of participating points: 
Green's function
The goal of this section is to give a closed expression for the Green's function for the collection E of aligned segments. There exists a unique 3rd kind abelian differential dη with simple poles at two distinguished points ∞ ± of the curve X with residues ∓1 respectively and purely imaginary periods. Normalization conditions for this differential imply that it is real and therefore it's a− periods (along even cycles) vanish [6] .
Lemma 1 Green's function for E has the representation:
where the upper limit P covers the argument x of Green's function, x(P ) = x and the lower limit Q lies on the coreal oval, x(Q) ∈ E.
Proof. We lift the complimentĈ \ E to the Riemann surface (3) so that infinity is mapped to the distinguished point ∞ + of X , and call it the top sheet of the surface. Other lifting we call the lower sheet. The function G E (x) on the top sheet of the surface and −G E (x) on the lower sheet make up a harmonic function with two log poles at ∞ ± . It is a real part of some 3rd kind abelian integral which has the same normalizations as the introduced above integral η = dη. It remains to check that integral of dη along any coreal oval is purely imaginary. This holds since the distinguished differential is real.
The explicit formula for the 3rd kind abelian integrals in terms of theta functions was given yet by Riemann [9, 8] :
, where x(P ) = x and [ǫ, ǫ ′ ] is the integer (odd non-singular) theta charachteristic corresponding to half-period K+u(D g−1 ) where D g−1 is a sum of any g−1 different branch points:
Proof is based in Riemann's theorem on the zeros of theta functions: the divisors D
) as a multivalued function of P ∈ X has a unique zero at P = ∞ − and a unique pole at P = ∞ + . Same zero and pole has the function exp( P dη), moreover both functions acquire the same factors when the argument P goes around the cycles of the surface. Latter claim follows from the transformation rules of theta fuctions (13) and Riemann bilinear relations [9] . From Liouville's theorem in now follows that both functions differ by a constant nonzero factor. The usage of theta charachteristics allows us to simplify the expression for the abelian integral.
Independent variable and the Main formula
Formula (2) for the capacity contains yet another ingredient along with the Green's function: the independent variable x. The representation for the hyperelliptic projection of the surface (3) to the sphere in terms of variables of Jacobian is well known [9] :
Theorem 3
from Riemann's theorem on zeroes of thetas. The latter expression is single -valued on the surface and therefore differs by a constant factor from the projection x(P ). This factor may be found if we evaluate both functions at P = P 2g+2 . The resulting expression may be simplified by the usage of theta charachteristics.
Let us assemble the previously obtained formulas:
where [ǫ, ǫ ′ ] is the integer theta charachteristic corresponding to half-period K + u(D g−1 ) with D g−1 a positive divisor of any g − 1 different branch points, except of the first and the last one;
To make this formula computationally effective one has to calculate the period matrix Π and the image of infinity in the Jacobian u(∞ + ). However, there is a way to avoid usage of quadrature rules -see e.g. techniques developed in [5, 11, 7] . The latter approach is in particular useful in the cases close to degenerate'ones when the segments of E tend to vanish or merge.
Testing the Main formula
For the verification of the above formula (15) we need the good stock of the sets E with analytically known capacities. We take the inverse polynomial images of segments as such sets. Indeed, let
, with T = cx n + lower terms being a degree n polynomial. Then the Green's function has a simple appearance
wherefrom it immediately follows that Cap(E) = (2|c|) −1/n .
Consider Chebyshev polynomials T 2n (x) of even degrees 2n = 4, 6, 8. We compute the capacity of the sets
by formula (15) and compare it to the analytic value
Below we provide the following data for each n = 2, 3, 4: period matrix of the associated curve, image of infinity under the Abel-Jacobi map (up to the apparent accuracy), capacity C n calculated by formula (15) and its comparison with the value (16). 
